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Astek Wallcovering Inc.
Aaron Kirsch, owner of Astek Wallcovering, has been creating custom wallcovering designs and applications for
residential and commercial spaces since 1989. What began as a small family business has matured into a full-service
design and digital printing firm with creative influences from across the globe. From high-end units in New York
City to hotels in exotic destinations including Macau, China, Montreal, Canada and Miami, Kirsch and his team
take pride in the wealth of innovative designs and materials they’ve developed over the years. In such a fast-paced
industry, each highly qualified Astek designer knows the importance of securing a place at the forefront of new ideas
and creative inspiration. “Our clients come to us looking for something that truly stands out as unique and exciting,”
states Kirsch. “Our design team works closely with each client and encourages creativity and communication with as
few barriers as possible.” Judging by the impact of its finished work, Astek takes research and development seriously,
a core value that constantly evolves. While some clients prefer traditional damask or chinoiserie, others seek to
test the limits of the wallcovering market. The styles, substrate materials and applications utilized by this Southern
California firm are of the finest quality, which is the direct result of a passion for excellence shared by Kirsch,
his team and their clients.

Digital Print | Substrate: Spectre, type II textured vinyl

Aaron Kirsch
Owner
15924 Arminta Street
Van Nuys, CA 91406
kirsch@astekwallcovering.com
astekwallcovering.com

“The Astek design team is determined
to make a statement through creative
and inspiring design.”

818.901.9876

Ceiling: Gold Metallic Silk | Right Wall: Pearl Mica

FEATURES: This client needed a very special wallcovering to
complement their opulent dining room. Astek stocks many exotic
and hard-to-find materials such as these.

Designer: SHFT Studio | Substrate: Topeka

FEATURES: SHFT Studios used Astek’s wallcovering Topeka, a recycled,
PVC-free material that uses 31 percent post-consumer recycled content.
All of Astek’s printers use inks free of VOCs for less environmental impact.
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Which projects have brought
you the most satisfaction?

What are you working
on next?

How do you define a
successful project?

Working with designers
from the Academy Awards
and Golden Globes to come
up with unique concepts and
ideas was truly satisfying.

We are currently working
on many projects including
film and entertainment, hotel
jobs and restaurants. We also
have concept designs for new
clothing retail stores for 2013.

Our success is measured
strictly by our clients’
satisfaction with the result
of our precision and
design talent.

Digital Print | Substrate: Traditional wallpaper material

FEATURES: This client was looking for a modern geometric design
that also related to nature. Astek designer Erik Dell found inspiration
in the structures of pyrite crystals to create this pattern.

FEATURES: Astek designer
Josh Zieve created this
modern-deco pattern.

Digital Print | Substrate: Suede, type II textured vinyl

FEATURES: This client was looking for something bold and funky for
their home entryway. Astek designer Gabe Gonzales created this
large-scale mural based on classic illustrations of rocks, minerals
and crystals.

